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1. Seminar and Workshop
I.

International Webinar on impact of Covid 19 pandemic - the road ahead

The IQAC Shillong Commerce College organized a two-day International Webinar on the 4 th and 5th
December, 2020. The topic of the webinar is the “Impact of Covid 19 Pandemic- The Road Ahead.” The
sub themes include:
1. Impact of Covid 19 on the World Economy
2. Challenged faced by Educational Institutions and Students
3. Impact of the Pandemic on the mental health of both young and old
4. Effect of the Curtailment of Civil Liberties during the Pandemic
5. Efficacy of the two strategies: i. Lockdown ii. Herd immunity – Lessons to Learn
There were three technical sessions on Day I and two technical sessions on Day II.
The speakers include Prof Sanjeev P. Sahni, Principal Director, Jindal Institute of Behavioural Sciences
(JIBS), Dr. Kankana Mukherjee, Professor of Economics from Babson College, Wellesley, Massachusetts,
USA, Prof Manjushree Palit, PhD, Deputy Director, Jindal School of Psychology and Counseling, Paul
Alexander Haddad from the College of Medicine-Tucson, University of Arizona, USA, Esq. Shilpita Sen,
US License Attorney, Arizona , USA and Advocate Subornadeep Bhattarcharjee, LLM candidate at the
SOAS University of London for the batch 2021-22.
Dr. Sonita Khongwir from the Department of English officiated as the Moderator of all the five technical
sessions.
On the first day, the webinar started with the Welcome Address by the Principal, Shri J.B. Massar. The
technical sessions followed.

TECHNICAL SESSION I
Impact of COVID-19 on the World Economy
(Resource Person- Prof. Kankana Mukherjee)
Prof Kankana Mukherjee is from the Dept of Economics, Babson College, Wellesley, Massachusetts, USA.
She teaches Managerial Economics and Business Strategy and Game Theory in the MBA Programme and
Managerial Economics and Industrial Organization in the Undergraduate Programme. Having completed
her Graduation, Masters and MPhil from North Eastern Hill University, Shillong, she went on to do her
PhD from the University of Connecticut, USA
Prof Mukherjee’s principal research interest is in the area of productivity and efficiency analysis and she
has applied it to several industries including the banking industry, manufacturing sector, health care

industry and energy and her research work has been published in several leading economics and operations
research journals such as the Economic Journal and Journal of Banking and Finance.
According to Prof Mukherjee, India ranks second in the world in the number of active cases present.
Having its origin in China, the COVID-19 virus is spreading at an alarming rate. This has affected the
world economy to a great extent. The baseline forecast envisions a 5.2% contraction in global GDP in 2020
with advanced countries shrinking by 7%. In the long run, this recession will greatly impact financial
economy globally. Economically, there is a great pressure on the weak health systems. In many economies,
there may be dwindling remittances and subdued capital flow.
The pandemic will have considerable sectoral impact across industries. Exporters of energy will be
greatly affected. Unprecedented collapse in oil demand and oil prices, the demand for metals, the
transportation sector and the fashion and retail industry will seriously undermine the economy. The five
industries which are most affected are airlines/aviation, leisure facilities, oil and gas drilling. Those least
affected include specialized REITS, Property and Causality Insurance, Insurance companies, Health
Insurance and industrial REITS.
Financial Crisis is predicted. Businesses might find it difficult to survive due to the nature of risk aversion
of lenders leading to mounting borrowing costs. Further, bankruptcies and defaulters will compound the
financial crisis. Prof Mukherjee has highlighted the scenario for recovery as follows:
V-shape
U-shape
W-shape
L-shape

Scenario for Recovery
Steep decline, quick recovery
Long period between decline and recovery
Quick recovery, second decline
An extended lockdown

The nature of recoveries has been suggested by various researchers. According to a global survey of 606
CEOs, 42% predicted the recovery will follow a U-shaped trend (World Economic Forum Report)
However, the predictions varied by regions. 23% of CEOs in the USA and Japan believe that the recovery
could take a W-shape. CEOs in the Gulf region were the most pessimistic.
In a Post- Pandemic world, Prof Kankana Mukherjee asserts that business strategies will lean towards
reducing dependencies on sources of supply that are perceived as risky. There will be an inclination
towards lean manufacturing and just-in-time manufacturing with more vertical integration and not end-toend integration. There will be a shift towards diversification of the supply base with emphasis on Costefficiency and Cost-effectiveness. Automation and adoption of digital channels will become popular.
Small businesses will face various challenges in the form of muted demand, new customer expectations
and operational challenges. There will be an added emphasis on protecting the health and safety of
customers, adapting business models and investing in talent and technology and adjusting staffing models
and labour practices.

TECHNICAL SESSION II
Challenges Faced by Educational Institutions and Students

(Resource Person- Prof. Sanjeev P. Sahni)
Prof Sanjeev P. Sahni is Principal Director, Jindal Institute of Behavioral Sciences (JIBS). He is also the
Director, Centre for Victimology & Psychological Studies; He is a Member of the Governing Body and
Advisor to the Vice Chancellor, O.P. Jindal Global University.
Prof Sahni is a distinguished scholar in the field of Psychology and his research interests span the realm of
Criminal Psychology, Cognitive and Neuropsychology, Competency Mapping, Organizational
Development and Leadership. He holds a PhD in Organizational Behaviour. His experience spans 32 years
in Academia, Industry and Governmental Sector.
Prof Sahni has worked as a Research Scientist in several universities like the University of Houston, Texas
and the University of Illinois, Chicago. He has served for 14 years as a Scientist in the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) and Sports Authority of India (SAI). He has to his credit, the mentoring
of many ace sportspersons and infusing them with positivity and self –belief, which made it possible for
them to achieve the highest echelons in their respective disciplines.
In his deliberation, Prof Sahni stressed on the need for interpersonal communication as everyone is under a
lot of stress and mental pressure in these pandemic times. In teaching, we must familiarize students with
the concept of global citizenship and dwell more on positive content rather than negative talks. Reading
must be vigorously pursued by students as this will improve their skills. He pointed out that a positive and
healthy mindset is very important as this will lead to success in life. Attitude is very important as this will
make or mar a student’s life and career. Teachers have a big role to play in motivating students and societal
values must be inculcated.
He dwelt on the problems of online addiction which has become a great problem worldwide. The trend of
online education is catching on but the problem is the sad reality of the great digital divide. Not many,
especially in our country, have access internet connectivity.
He focused at length on the importance of emotional health and the need to maintain a balance between our
use of digital screen and digital-free activities. In order to maintain emotional health, we must eat healthy,
follow some kind of fitness program and keep busy in physical activities. A good night’s sleep is essential
to our well-being. We must ensure that we stay hydrated because is correlated to good academic
performance. We must become habituated to learn in the midst of distraction. Developing a relationship
bank, recollection of positive events and performing an act of kindness everyday will contribute to your
emotional well-being.

TECHNICAL SESSION III
Mental Health and COVID-19
(Resource Person- Prof. Manjushree Palit)
Prof Manjushree Palit, with a PhD in Human Development, concentrating on Marriage and Family
Therapy, is Associate Professor and Associate Dean, Jindal School of Psychology and Counseling. She is
Deputy Director, Centre for Victimology & Psychological Studies (CVPS), Jindal Global University,
Sonipat, Haryana, India. Prof Palit is a mental health professional with 15 years experience in counseling

individuals, couples and families. She has worked in non-profit organizations in both India and the United
States.
According to Prof Manjushree Palit, COVID-19 brought the concept of mental health to the forefront.
According to Prof Palit, mental health is the emotional and spiritual resilience which allows us to enjoy life
and to survive pain, disappointment and sadness. It is a positive sense of well being and an underlying
belief in our own and others’ dignity and worth.
In India, the budget Health is dismal, and more so for mental health. There are only about 4000Health
Professionals for a population of 100,000 Indians. With regard to the current status of the mental health
system in India, about 14.3% of the population has one or the other mental disorder. 1 in 7 Indians is
affected by a mental disorder. This year, the number is expected to go up to 20%.
Mental health is important because it influences how we think and feel about ourselves. It influences how
we think about others. It also influences how we think about our future. How we interpret events around us,
how we learn and how we communicate with others depends on the state of our mental health. The Mental
Health Continuum Model takes into account the level of mental health of a person. Taking note of this
model will help us see what we need to remedy to enjoy a state of good mental health.
It cannot be denied that Covid 19 is the harbinger of mental stress and tension. Therefore, we have to create
a congenial atmosphere which will facilitate good mental health in the form of good relationship with
family members, friends and colleagues. We must foster positive and optimistic thought patterns. This will
ensure that we have a sense of control over our lives. We need to learn to attend to our emotions. We need
to talk about them and accept that we have different emotions.
Mental health is a shared reality. It is of the utmost importance to understand that self care is a priority and
not a luxury. This is because one’s mental health affects the mental health of others around oneself. We
must maintain a Mental Health Bank Account where our withdrawals will comprise stress, tension, fear,
anxiety, anger, negative attitude and so on. Let our deposits will include self care, fresh air, sleep and
family time.

TECHNICAL SESSION IV
Effect of the Curtailment of Civil Liberties during the Pandemic
Resource Persons – i. Esq. Shilpita Sen
ii. Advocate Subornadeep Bhattacharjee
Esq. Shilpita Sen completed her BA LLB from Jindal Global Law School in 2017.
She completed her Jurist Doctorate as well as JD Certification in Criminal Law and Policy from the
University of Arizona in 2018. Her skills and expertise lie in the fields of Law and Legal Studies, Legal
Analysis, Legal Theory, Legal Cases, Human Rights and Democracy, Legislation, EU and European
Studies and Law Enforcement.
Esq. Shilpita Sen is a member of the American Bar Association, Section of Civil Rights and Social Justice
Section ABA, Minnesota State Bar Association and Meghalaya State Bar Council. She is currently licensed

in the State Bar of Minnesota and India. She recently passed the February 2020 Uniform Bar Exam and is
awaiting admission to New York and District of Columbia Bar.
In May 2020, she received her LLM degree in Indigenous Law & Policy and is currently pursuing her
Doctor of Juridical Science in Indigenous Law & Policy.
She is also serving as the Graduate & Professional Student Council body of the University of Arizona as its
President.

Advocate Subornadeep Bhattacharjee qualified as an advocate in March 2019after clearing the All India
Bar Examination (No. XIII). He is currently serving as a law clerk to the Hon’ble Mr Justice Shekhar B.
Saraf, Judge of the Calcutta High Court wef May 1, 2020. He previously served as a law clerk to the
Hon’ble Mr Justice Dipankar Datta, the Hon’ble Chief Justice of the Bombay High Court and former judge
of the Calcutta High Court from July 4, 2019 to April 27, 2020.
He is an LLM candidate at the SOAS University of London for the batch of 2021-22. His interests include
constitutional law, public international law and human rights law.
Technical Session IV is a shared session. Esq.Sen spoke about the difference between Public health and
Civil Liberties. She focused on the public health policy and individual policy and why it is important to
bring a balance between these two separate policies. She focused on the curtailment of civil liberties in the
USA and the shrinking privacy. With new amendments, people had to compromise on their privacy. She
highlighted the legal framework of the USA and ended her presentation by rightly saying that ‘Law cannot
overburden the individual’s autonomy’. The second presenter Advocate Subornadeep Bhattacharjee spoke
on the Indian scenario of the COVID-19 Pandemic. He highlighted the weak position of India and how the
Indian government is lacking in legislation to deal with and control the pandemic. It has to rely on
legislations from the past. India’s response to COVID-19 was patchy and erratic. Part 3 of the Indian
Constitution (Civil Liberties) were curtailed till the time pandemic is controlled. Advocate Subornadeep
Bhattacharjee spoke on ‘Die with Dignity’ which deals with cremation rights. This right has been severely
compromised. This has affected individual liberty. The pandemic had affected travelling in India and the
celebration of festivals became regulated. ‘No Entry Zone’ was designed to restrict people from gathering.
However he mentioned that Group Rights are always upheld rather than Individual Rights. He ended his
presentation by indicated that certain legislations should be enacted to upheld the rights and dignity of the
citizens in the present time of the Pandemic.

TECHNICAL SESSION V
Efficacy of Two Strategies: I. Lockdown II. Herd Immunity- Lessons to Learn
(Resource Person- Paul Alexander Haddad)

Paul Alexander Haddad is a rising physician at the University Of Arizona College Of Medicine, Tucson.
He received his Bachelor’s of Science degree in Genetics, Cell Biology and Developmental Biology from

Arizona State University in 2015. He is currently pursuing Internal Medicine Residency with an emphasis
on Pulmonology and Critical Care. His research interests include studying the process of fragility and how
it impacts surgical risk factors for geriatric patient populations. His community service initiatives include
serving with the Covid-19 Incident Command Force with the University of Arizona and working with
underserved local communities through the Commitment to Underserved People (CUP) programme. In his
spare time, he enjoys playing the guitar; nature scene portrait painting and 3D object software modeling.
Dr. Haddad spoke on the lockdown strategies. Lockdown was announced to keep people safe and prevent
transmission of the virus. The situation became worsened due to the unpreparedness to deal with such a
problem. The governments were not very well prepared to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic. However
later the Health Care System Capacity along with Government policy intervention brought the virus under
control to a certain extent. Dr. Haddad gave a diagrammatic overview of the COVID situation in different
countries. He focused on how lockdowns were effective in terms of reducing the number of new COVID
cases. He highlighted on ‘Dying with Covid 19 vs Dying by Covid 19’. He suggested a few solutions
wherein he advised that Covid 19 be considered as a multi-system disease rather than a single health issue
especially with older adults. He focused on local lockdowns. Local lockdowns outperformed global
lockdown and it was more beneficial. He spoke on Herd Immunity and how it works to control the spread
of disease within a population. Vaccination results in herd immunity without having to contract disease and
vaccines may mitigate the spread of the disease over time. He ended his presentation by highlighting the
various arguments against lockdowns, as there were many countries where freedom was given to their
citizens to carry on the work with preventive measures.
Dr. Haddad advocates the protection of at- risk populations, especially adults with chronic health
conditions as one of the solutions to combat the spread of COVID-19. The identification of vulnerable atrisk populations and allocation of resources towards populations with higher risk of morbidity and
mortality must be prioritized.
The Webinar concluded with the Vote of Thanks by the Vice Principal of the College, Dr Sabita Sen.

II.

Online regional workshop on" Online Regional Workshop on

"Online Education: A New-Normal Approach to Teaching"

Day I
December 9, 2020
Time: 10:00am-1:30pm
Moderator: Asst Prof. Christina Wanniang, Convener
The Moderator welcomed all the esteemed Resource Persons and the attendees to the Online
Regional Workshop on "Online Education: A New-Normal Approach to Teaching" laying stress on the
need for teachers to rise to the occasion of enhancing teaching-learning methods with the ‘new normal’
approach by adjusting with the changes while growing professionally. This was followed by a ‘Welcome
Speech’ from Shri J B Massar, Principal, Shillong Commerce College, who stressed on the need for such
workshops in order to bridge the gap between teaching and learning especially during the pandemic.

Session I:
Topic : “Effective Teaching Practices in the Current Situation: Building Technological Competencies
in Engaging Students for Enhancing Learning Outcome”
Resource Person: Dr Quendarisa Kharbuli, Associate Professor, UGC-HRDC, North Eastern Hill
University, Shillong
The Resource Person of the session, Dr Quendarisa Kharbuli, emphasised on the effective teaching
practices in the current situation through building technological competencies in engaging students for enhancing
learning outcome by providing a detailed discussion on e-content. While talking about synchronous (live mode
only) and asynchronous (offline mode) teaching mediums and how the latter has more advantage than the

former, the Resource Person gave a step-by-step, detailed explanation of how to use Moodle, a Learning
Management System, which can help keep students more engaged in the learning process. The focus was
given on four quadrants of imparting blended mode of teaching viz. Video and Audio presentations,
sharing texts, references or links, taking students' assessments via tests and assignments and lastly a live
interactive session where students can clear their doubts with the teacher. A brief explanation on how to
use Presentation Tube has also been included in the presentation. This presentation was very detailed and
meticulous. Dr Kharbuli also shared her PowerPoint Presentation which would help guide all the attendees
while creating and using a Moodle site.

The first session was concluded with a Question and Answer interaction between the Resource Person and
the participants.

Session II:
Topic: “Google Forms: Creating, Editing and Distributing”
Resource Person: Dr Kuheli Biswas Das, Assistant Professor, UGC-HRDC, North Eastern Hill
University, Shillong
The Resource Person started the session on how to use Google Forms by citing the relevance and
importance of its use as another information delivery system rather than the use of email or WhatsApp to
assess the performance of the students. UGC has also given a directive to the usage of Google Forms as
one of the platforms of engaging students in the learning process. The resource person stressed on the
advantage of using Google Forms for the purpose of conducting online tests or other types of assessments
as it enables better digital management of the submitted responses from the students.

The Resource Person provided a detailed explanatory guide on how to:







Create Google Forms
Choose different options according to the types of queries
Refine the form for better display
Share the link of the form to the respondents via smartphones and computers
Download the files of the respondents which can be done in one click, unlike via email

The Resource Person systematically presented the above points which clearly demonstrated the
usefulness and relevance of Google Forms as one of the platforms by which a teacher can make easy and
efficient assessment of students’ progress.

The session was followed by an interactive session between the resource person and the participants.

The Regional Webinar for Day 1 was concluded by the Moderator by providing a summary of the sessions.

Day II:
December 10, 2020
Time: 10:00am-2:00pm
Moderator: Asst Prof. Christina Wanniang, Convener

Session III:
Topic: “Introduction to Open Educational Resources (OER) and Creative Commons (CC)”
Resource Person: Dr Deepak Bishla, System Administrator, Ambedkar University, New Delhi
Dr Deepak Bishla took over Session III. He started by talking about the development of Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs). According to him, online teaching, before the onset of the pandemic, was
an add on to classroom teaching. It was complimentary to actual teaching in a classroom. However, after
the onset of the pandemic in the year 2020, it has become the main medium of communication between
students and teachers, and has replaced classroom teaching completely. It is important to therefore
understand what MOOCs entails and to understand the concept of OER in a culture that necessitates online
mediums of interaction and content sharing.
Dr Bishla elaborated on the steps involved in MOOCs as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Content collection using OER
Content development
Content storage, safety and sharing
Content transaction on different platforms

During content collection, the Resource Person emphasised on the need to be careful of content
rights or copyrights and this is where the concept of OER comes into play. The alternative therefore is the
use of OER or content that is under OER which is used within the “5Rs Framework” containing the
elements of i. Reuse, ii. Revise, iii. Remix, iv. Redistribute and v. Retain.

The Resource Person then took the discussion to the Creative Commons Licenses (CC) which
allows content creators to openly declare the level of sharing that is allowed with regard to their work. The
symbol CC indicates that free legal sharing of content is allowed, unlike copyrighted material where all
rights are reserved.
CC has different levels or degrees of content sharing. It fills the space between the two extremes of
copyrighted content, where all rights are reserved, and content under public domain, where content access
is largely universal.
Dr. Bishla went on to elaborate on the different types of CC licenses which determine the level of
content sharing under OER. Additionally, there are different categories of websites that either fall within
OER content or outside of it, for instance, subscription-based websites or, mixed-content websites which
include both OER content and subscription-based content (eg., YouTube). Dr. Bishla stressed the
importance of understanding these licensing policies to avoid any infringement on copyrighted material
and encouraged students and academicians alike to use OER content for their academic needs as much as
possible.
The session was concluded by a Question and Answer Round.

Session IV:
Topic: “Plagiarism”
Resource Person: Dr Firstborn Sumer, Deputy Librarian, Central Library, North Eastern Hill
University, Shillong
The Resource Person started the session with a definition of “Plagiarism” and stressed upon it being
an ethical breach since it is an act of taking someone else’s work, thoughts and ideas and representing them
as one’s own by taking credit for everything. Dr Sumer highlighted on the difference between Plagiarism
and Copyright Infringement. Plagiarism is claiming attribution for someone else’s work without proper
attribution while Copyright Infringement on the other hand, is using someone else’s work but without
obtaining prior permission. Dr Sumer discussed in detail on the three types of Plagiarism which are i.
Direct Plagiarism: Copying another’s work word for word without due attribution; ii. Indirect Plagiarism:
Paraphrasing without proper citations; and iii. Self-Plagiarism: Using one’s work repeatedly without proper
citations. In addition, the Resource Person mentioned in detail the different ways that can be used in the
prevention of Plagiarism by using appropriate reference tools, creating awareness on plagiarism as an
ethical breach, development of an institutional framework with proper guidelines and rules that will help
prevent plagiarism in any form and strengthening of library and information systems. Further steps include
use of quotation marks, obtaining permission from the publisher, citing one’s own articles when using them
to avoid self-plagiarism, obtaining permission for the use of published drawings, illustrations etc.
Dr Sumer also talked at length about reference tools and anti-plagiarism software such as
Grammarly, Turnitin, iThenticate, Urkund and Zotero. He also stressed on the point that one should use the

most suitable software according to one’s choice of research. This would help correct any anomalies and
mistakes with regard to specific problems that might affect that research.
Another aspect that Dr. Sumer discussed was the difference between ‘plagiarism’ and ‘similarities’.
As far as Urkund software is concerned, a research that has a certain percentage of similarity with another
work or works, does not necessarily translate to the same percentage of plagiarism. However, similarity of
content is nonetheless a concern that needs to be addressed especially in the field of academics.
The session was concluded by a Question and Answer Round.

Session V:
Topic: “Cybercrime”
Resource Person: Mr Benos Lyngskor, Senior Technical Director, NIC
The Resource Person started his presentation by pinpointing the fact that cybercrime, a criminal
activity committed on the internet, is a vital topic for discussion because most of modern-day lifestyle is
primarily based on some sort of electronic device, for example, electronic money transactions, dependence
on smart phones for participation in daily activities etc. Therefore, understanding the flip side of
technology in the form of cybercrime is imperative for our own safety. Mr Lyngskor also presented a video
to promote awareness about the types of cybercrime such as, phone hacking, banking fraud and so on that
people might face in their day to day lives. He also provided a profile list of cyber criminals or potential
cyber criminals such as, disgruntled employees, business rivals, deviant teenagers etc. aside from
professional hackers. In recent studies on the internet, it is shown that India has had a 37% increase in
cyber attacks in the first quarter of 2020 compared to the fourth quarter of 2019. India also ranks 27 th in the
world as far as cyber-crimes are concerned.
A list of the types of cyber-crimes was also presented and elaborated upon by the Resource Person.
These include: i. DDOS Attack – A Distributed-denial-of-service attack and it is an attempt to disrupt the
rendering of services through any network by deliberately increasing the internet traffic; ii. Botnets –
Computer bots that can be used to perform such DDOS attacks and other types of cyber-crimes; iii.
Cyberstalking – A form of online harassment characterised by invasion of an individual’s privacy; iv.
Phishing – A type of cyber-crime where fraudulent agents or agencies use various online tools to steal user
data with the intent of malicious use of such data; v. Hacking – An activity that seeks to compromise
digital devices without prior knowledge or consent of the owner of such devices; vi. Theft of software
through illegal copying of genuine software programs; vii. Crypto-jacking – The unauthorized use of
someone’s computer to mine crypto-currency, for example, Bitcoins; vii. Pornography – It contributes to
the mass promotion of pedophilia which in itself is a crime; and viii. Web-jacking – Illegal cloning of any
legitimate website.
Mr Lyngskor also talked at length about the popularity of Bitcoins and the various types of financial
fraud that occur through online platforms. He elaborated on credit card fraud and the various devices used

for that purpose as well. He pinpointed cyber defamation as a form of cyber-crime in the form of cyberbullying. Mr Lyngskor also highlighted the fact that AIs (Artificial Intelligence) are also able to commit
cyber-crimes. By 2040, it is predicted that AIs will commit more cyber-crimes than actual people and he
stressed on the safe use of the internet for our various needs and requirements by being vigilant on all
fronts when it comes to online access of information.

Mr Lyngskor concluded his presentation by highlighting on certain steps to protect against cyber
crimes which included keeping software and operating systems updated; use of anti-virus programs; use of
strong passwords for various accounts; being wary of spam emails; not giving out personal information;
and not visiting compromised or unsecure websites.

A Question and Answer Round followed this session.

Day II was concluded by the Moderator by highlighting on the key points presented in all the three
sessions.

Day III:
December 11, 2020
Time: 10:00am – 1:00pm
Moderator: Asst Prof. Christina Wanniang, Convener
Session VI:
Topic: “Teaching Tools: Hands-on”
Resource Person: Ms Rajani K. Chettri, Asst Professor, Department of Mass Media, St. Anthony’s
College, Shillong.
The Resource Person started her presentation by talking about the most practical challenges that
teachers and students alike face during online classes. Since the Pandemic has shifted the learning system,
many challenges are faced by teachers and many of them question the efficiency and effectiveness of
online classes. In the new system when everyone is still trying to learn to adjust to, the examination has
become a mockery. To enhance teaching-learning in the new system, Ms Chettri presented in detail on
assessment in online learning. She talked and demonstrated on the tools and techniques for assessment with
more focus on internal assessment and the practical aspects of learning inorder to support learning and
execute accountability. She referred to a website : Menti.com and suggested the attendees to visit the site.
There was a consistent interaction between the Resource Person with the attendees on the mode of
assessment. She mentioned that assessment is a systematic process that is of great importance as it is an
integral part of the educational system. It is essential to evaluate whether or not the educational goals and

standards of the lessons are met. Assessment has to be student-centered. It could be done through grades,
marks, or attendance. It should help students know how to improve; recognise all educational
achievements; promote understanding of goals and key professional skills.

Ms Chettri highlighted on certain vital questions that teachers should ask themselves while working
on assessment. These include: i. Are we teaching what we think we are teaching? ii. Are students learning
what they are supposed to be learning? and iii. Is there a way to teach the subject better inorder to promote
learning?

Ms Chettri then talked in detail about the types of assessment which included:
1.Diagnostic Assessment or baseline knowledge level:
a. This helps to identify students’ current knowledge, their skill set and capabilities and to clarify
misconceptions before teaching takes place. For example, Google Forms for diagnostic assessment.
b. This helps to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the students. This can be done as a
pretest, self-assessment, discussion board responses or interviews. Online tools for this include: i. Zoom
Whiteboard: This is similar to a whiteboard or green board in a classroom. The teacher can mark or erase
on it. It has ‘enable notification’ for the participants. ii. Menti.com: It is an App which enables the teacher
to use and share knowledge. It is a premium App where the teacher can have a trial and subscribe for full
use later. iii. Answer Garden: It is a free tool used for brainstorming. It can be used to send some questions
or topics before the teacher takes the class. It is used for the collection of responses from students and it
enables students to participate. In the Answer Garden mode there is the Settings: Brainstorm, Classroom,
Moderator, Lock Mode. This App can be used for diagnostic assessment.

2. Formative Assessment:
a. It provides feedback and information while learning takes place.
b. It measures students’ capabilities as well as teachers’ progress.
c. It identifies areas that need improvement.
d. It is not graded but it acts as a tool for information.

Types of Formative Assessment:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Observation : Formal and Informal
Q & A sessions
Conferences
In-class activities
Collection of students’ feedback

Formative Online Tools:
a. Video-embedded online quiz using Google Forms and Edpuzzle
b. Padlet
c. Free Cam 8: Getting students record their responses.
3. Summative Assessment:
Summative assessment happens at the end of the course. It provides information and feedback that
sums up the teaching-learning process.

Types of Summative Assessment:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Examinations
Term papers
Projects
Portfolio
Student evaluation
Teacher evaluation

Online Summative Assessment Tools:
Series of quizzes a. Google Forms
b. Kahoot
c. Quizzy
Open book, take-home assignmentsa. Conventional and is used under the traditional learning process
b. Assessment should be done by students
c. The challenge of take-home exam is to prepare more conceptual questions that cannot be found
easily and directly eg. via the internet
d. Set time limits
Professional presentations or demonstrations –
a. Can be done through audio-visual presentation
E-Portfolio –
a. A learning/assessment tool
b. Is used to organise, take sample and assess what students have gained from learning
c. Is used for observation of what students can do.

The Resource Person concluded her very interactive hands-on presentation by helping the
teachers/attendees focus and develop Rubrics or Criteria for Grading; to enable teachers have transparent
communication about objectives and goals in teaching-learning; to focus on peer review; and to set one
class per week for assessment.

The presentation was followed by Question & Answer Round and Ms Chettri talked in detail about the File
Compressor : Handbrake before concluding her session.

The Online Regional Workshop on "Online Education: A New-Normal Approach to Teaching" was
concluded with a summary of the sessions presented by the Moderator and Dr S. Sen, Vice Principal,
Shillong Commerce College, Shillong delivered the ‘Vote of Thanks’.

Highlights:

Registration : 278
Total Number of Attendees: 108
Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86501794935?pwd=azVVSEtZT1VYSEhoNnFCS1RYUjgyQT09
Passcode: 840773
Feedback Form link: https://forms.gle/NgpdM7aNuDVREzUb7
Response: Very positive and motivating
E-certificates were provided to the Resource Persons and the Attendees

III.

Two-day international interdisciplinary webinar on “socio-economic issues:
challenges and policy framework in developing nations”

The IQAC Shillong Commerce College organized a Two-day International Interdisciplinary Webinar on
the 28th and 29th January, 2021. The theme of the webinar is the “Socio-Economic Issues, Challenges and
Policy Framework in Developing Nations” The sub themes include:
1. Impact of unemployment on economic growth
2. Women working in Unorganised sector and their livelihood
3. International Trade and Development
4. Role of Health in Development
5. Environment and Natural Resource Management
6. Role of Education in the socio- economic development
There were total of technical sessions, 3 Sessions on Day I on Day II each.
The eminent speakers on the first day of the International Webinar (28th January, 2021) include Prof Utpal Kumar De
from North Eastern Hill University Shillong, Dr. Kali Nath Jha from Dr. Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya, Madhya
Pradesh and Dr. M. Ganeshamoorthy from University of Colombo, Sri Lanka.
The eminent speakers on the second day of the International Webinar (29th January, 2021) include Prof.
Subhasis Bhattacharya from Sidho- Kanho- Birsha University, Kolkata, Dr. Ruma Kundu from Sikkim University,
Sikkim and Dr. Dil Nath Fuel from Tribhuvan University, Nepal.

Dr. Gitumoni Rajbongshi from the Department of Economics officiated as the Moderator for the
first three sessions on 28th January 2021 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ms. Miriam W. Ryndem moderated Session
IV, V and VI on the second day of the Webinar.
On the first day, the webinar started with the Introductory Speech by the Convener of the
International Webinar Dr. Gitumoni Rajbongshi, where she welcomed the Resource Persons, Principal of
the Shillong Commerce College, Vive Principal and all the attendees present in the Webinar. A total of 112
attendees were present in the introductory speech. The convener thereafter gave a brief overview of the
importance and need of discussion of the Topics in the International Webinar. She ended her speech by
welcoming everyone presented in the session and also welcomed The Principal for the Welcome Speech.
Welcome Speech was given by the Principal, Shri J.B. Massar, where he welcomed all the Resource
Persons and also stated that the International Webinar is a wonderful platform for everyone to learn from it.
The technical sessions followed thereafter.
Day I:
TECHNICAL SESSION I
Sub Theme: Impact of Unemployment on Economic Growth
(Resource Person: Prof Utpal Kumar De, NEHU, Shillong)

Topic: “Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic on Employment and Economic Growth: Indian Perspective”

Prof. Utpal Kumar De is currently a Professor of Economics at the North Eastern Hill University,
Shillong, Meghalaya, India. Prof. De has been engaged in teaching at post-graduate level since 1994. His
research interests include agricultural economics and rural development, issues on environmental and
natural resources, climate change adaptation, and empowerment of women. Prof. De has visited Europe
and Asia in connection with research and delivered keynote and invited lectures at a number of
conferences. Besides presenting over 100 research papers in various international and national conferences
he has published 120 research articles in reputed national and international journals. Prof De has published
13 books till date. His recent publications include Inequality, Poverty and Development in India: Focus on
the North-Eastern Region, Issues on Health and Healthcare in India: Focus on the North-Eastern Region,
both from Springer Nature Singapore Pvt. Ltd., Development and Deprivation in Indian SubContinent, Routledge, London/New York and Deprivation, Development and Empowerment of Women in
India: North-East Perspectives, from Bookwell, New Delhi.
Prof.De started his presentation by briefly mentioning the background of the pandemic along with
its transmission mode with special mention of overseas movement and transport, international travellers to
big cities and migrant workers along with foreign returnees to small towns and villages. Currently, India is
at the post-peak phase and has reached a very low level of infection. According to the Resource Person,
probably, the short vision and policy failures cause the flattening transmission growth to linger instead of
being eradicated and this viewpoint is disputed. Moreover, other countries which did not have a severe
lockdown like India did not experience much impact on the economic growth. In India there seemed to be a
mismatch between the time for the lockdown and the expansion of pandemic. Prof. De emphasized on the
major strategic policy failures that include a lack of early control on international movement and return of
the people, delay in checking and quarantining foreign returnees, hasty inconsiderate imposition of the
lockdown causing mass migration, discontinuation of work and imposition of the lockdown in the whole
country instead of locking down only sensitive regions. Moreover, the disease continued to spread at a
higher speed because the country started unlocking before reaching the peak phase of the pandemic. In
spite of the situation, the Resource Person did not put the blame of the current unemployment on Covid-19
because unemployment in India started increasing since 2016 after demonitisation and the worst sufferers
have been the informal sector and self-employed workers and in India the unemployment rate is increasing
more than 8%. The purchasing power of the people has decline and there has been a mismatch between
supply and demand. There was also a severe missing agri-industry-marketing linkage or value chain and
only till recently the inflation has come down. Thus, the pandemic was not the cause of but was rather
aggravated the adverse economic condition in India. Regional prices went up and till date has not come
down significantly resulting in the employment scenario. There is a difference in the rate of estimation of

the growth rate in India and however, all estimations point to a decline in the growth rate. Revised
estimates have appeared now and more optimistic results are seen and the IMF Report shows optimistic
result and positive growth in 2021-22. The point of reference for the growth is measured from the rate
where the economy has reached last and though there is growth yet it would take a long time for the
economy to reach the pre-pandemic situation.
Total lockdown had an indirect impact leading to migration and hunger-related deaths and probable
impoverishment due to loss of economic activities and reduced farm income. Simultaneously, business in
electronics, IT sector, etc. became essentials in the absence of the other modes of contact-less transactions
and made a profit of about 11,000 crores and their income has increased while the overall economy has
been contracting. In this situation, the government has provided temporary relief like provision of grain,
money and other materials which would not sustain without proper livelihood activities. People are still in
an uncertain situation and the Resource Person felt that partial opening might not be enough without
establishing related inter-sectoral chain linkage. While the purchasing power of the people has gone down
due to unemployment yet price was rising and there was inflation. The crux of this problem refutes the
standards of economic theory.
Since January 2016 there has been a changing employment across categories in India there is
almost 2 crores loss of jobs. During the pandemic the salaried employees were less affected but the worst
affected were the small traders and wage labourers whereas in agriculture there was disguised
unemployment. Since January 2020, the employment scenario was more unstable in the backward caste
categories because they are more involved in informal activities whereas in the upper caste category it was
less unstable. In terms of religion the same picture could be seen whereby people involved in informal
activities were more affected. In education status it is seen that people with low level of education because
of the informal activities were affected more compared to those with higher degrees.
Over 90% which is the informal sector in India has been adversely affected and it continued with
Covid-19 and the lockdown. Temporary measures like free ration, wage increase of MGNREGA and its
spheres, some money in accounts of the poor or widows could have only temporary impact. Actually, there
has been a rise in disguised unemployment as in the 1950s-60s. Trade, construction and tourism have also
been devastated. Due to mainly the problem of finding new jobs in the cities, migrant workers also choose
to stay in their native lands and only people who are in the IT industry have returned to the cities
Prof De then went on to provide a critical view on the government policies and mentioned that the
government should strengthen the public sector especially in infrastructure, deficit financing or fiscal
management for employment generation. He suggested that the New Trade Policy should be in line with
the requirement of farmers/MSME. The government should come forward to invest in projects and create
employment instead of depending only on private players so that deficit financing can be an alternative

option that can be thought of. Rise in the fiscal deficit should be tolerated in the short run to increase the
economic demand factor and streamline the market valuation procedure. These are some of the policies that
could be thought of to streamline and revive the economy on the part of sustainable growth.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the session was
ended by the Convener by thanking the Resource Person for his valuable insights and presence in the
Webinar.
Session II:
Sub- theme: “Women Working in Unorganised Sector and their Livelihood”
Resource Person: Dr Kali Nath Jha, Dept of Sociology and Social Work, Dr Harisingh Gour
Vishwavidyalaya, Sagar, Madhya Pradesh, India
Dr. Kali Nath Jha is currently Head, Department of Sociology & Social Work, Dr. Harisingh
Gour Vishwavidyalaya, (A Central University), Sagar (MP). His area of Specialization is Women’s
Studies, Development Studies and Tribal Sociology on which he has written and published extensively. He
has credited two books, many research papers in reputed Journals and has contributed chapters in books
edited by eminent sociologists. He has coordinated UGC Refresher Courses in sociology & Women’s
studies. He has delivered many invited lectures and chaired business sessions in seminars & conferences at
Indian Universities and other educational Institutions. Dr. Jha has been the convener of RC-20 of Indian
Sociological Society. He has also been an Associate of UGC Inter-University Centre for Humanities &
Social Sciences (Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla).
The Resource Person started his presentation by pinpointing on the status of women who, till lately,
have been subjugated because the politics of patriarchy. There are many debates on women’s issues right
from control of the body, contraception, production and reproduction and there are many complexes which
exist in the Indian society. Culturally, the society restricts women. Later on, it was noticed that their
education, health, economy and their worldview are slowly changing and currently, women are in the
forefront in the society. Initially, women in the ethnic society were confined to the forests, rivers, flora and
fauna however, after the colonial rule, a change came over and the rights of women were changed. From
the colonial age to the independence of India women were not treated as civilized beings. Women from the
western world have different values, ideals from women in the oriental world like India. The cultural
component of Indian society is so strong and there is no threat from the concept of civilization because
globalization is not a new phenomenon. From the economic point of view trade and commerce between
India and other countries has been a part of history. Globalisation came to India with certain opportunities
and challenges which the country would have to meet. However, in relation to women, civilization is not
positive. Women are deprived even in the contemporary society because that has always been the case for
ages, and they do not possess the required skills and qualifications to meet the demands and challenges in

the organized sector and even in the unorganized sector. Under the influence of the flexible new market
economy, women in the third world society are considered a secondary level force, unstructured resources
and are victimized. In such cases, women are forced to work under patriarchal control however dull,
laborious, physically hard work or badly paid, it may be.
There are a large number of poor and desperately needy women in the third world countries who
look for work within the narrow confinement and socially imposed inequitable demand of labour and strict
taboos on mobility. Banerjee, 1992, wrote “In the current global economic scenario, a measure of women
are engaged in the informal that is also the dependent sector … for the women workforce the formation of a
flexible labour force is the key concept of NEP… a shift from a stable organized labour force to a flexible
workforce had been hiding women on a part- time basis and a substitution of highly paid labour by cheap
female labour …”
According to Patel, 2002, liberalisation of the economy has not liberated working women such as
food processing industries with foreign collaboration are being established. There has been a major shift in
the working pattern from subsistence production like rice, millet, gourd, wheat to cash crop production
such as fruits, mushroom,flowers and vegetables. This process has affected women’s employment in the
agrarian sector. Several studies have shown that a shift from subsistence to cash crop production invariably
leads to women being the first to lose their jobs. As a result of sinking self-employment prospects for
women the large majority of them join the rural-urban reserve army of labour. Use of women in the
informal sector of electronics, diamond, garment, manufacture and pharmaceutical industry has increased.
Here again, the underlying reality is disturbed with globalization of production and the introduction of
assembly line production, research and management are being controlled by the first world because the
strenuous, monotonous, unskilled or semi-skilled work is being done by the third world women.
With the coming of the pandemic, a new type of economic uncertainty or the fear of unemployment
appeared. During the Modi period 2014-20, many programmes were implemented especially for
strengthening and uplifting women particularly, the deprived women in rural India. According to the
Resource Person the socio-economic status of women is changing and this positive change would be
noticed after five years.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the
session was ended by the Moderator by thanking the Resource Person for his valuable insights and
presence in the Webinar.
Session III:
Topic: “Trade and Development: Past, Present and Future”
Resource Person: Dr. M. Ganeshamoorthy, Dept of Economics, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka

Dr. Ganeshamoorthy is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Economics, University of Colombo.
He received his Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from the University of Peradeniya. He obtained a
Postgraduate Diploma and Master of Arts in Economics from the University of Colombo. His doctorate is
from the Nijmegen (reads as nai-may-hen) School of Management (NSM) at the Catholic University of
Nijmegen in the Netherlands.
Dr. Ganeshamoorthy is former Director of Colombo University Community Extension Center
(CUCEC) and former Director of Postgraduate Programmes at the Faculty of Arts University of Colombo.
He is former secretary to the Ministry of National Integration and Reconciliation of Government of Sri
Lanka. Currently, he is the editor of the Sri Lanka Economic Association (SLEA).
The Resource Person started his presentation by discussing on the historical perspective on the
nexus between trade and development. The initial concept was that trade was an engine of growth. Thus
when international trade is opened, there would be many challenges which could be met by developing
policies which would enhance productivity. Thus, with the enhancement of productivity there would be
economic growth because the local market in any country could not depend on the domestic
economy.Therefore the economic development is dependent on the global economy to reap the
productivity improvement, division of labour and in order to come out with innovation and creation. For
any country the domestic economy is limited and in the limited market there would be no economic
growth. Any country is therefore dependent on the foreign or international market. The international
market provides opportunities and challenges. The challenges come in the form of dominance of larger
economies: trade is not fair, small countries are always at the receiving end and there is no levelled playing
field for every country to reap the benefits of international trade. Many East-Asian countries have opened
their economies to international trade. However, there is a rethinking that these countries did not open their
economies unconditionally. Their government sector played an important role to monitor those industries
and guide the industries towards international markets and these economies have progressed in the
liberalisation and globalization process. However, when the new millennium dawned, after 2000 onwards
there was an attempt to protect economies from foreign invasion.
Foreign trade is an engine of growth and has certain beneficial effects on development such as
expansion in the size of the market; technical progress, healthy competition; comparative advantage; helps
to check inflation; helps to face natural calamity; helps to exploit natural resources; creation of employment
opportunities; promotes capital formation; increase in national income; increase in the standard of living;
promotes industrialization; important educational effects; cultural exchange; and good relations among
different nations.
The Resource Person also highlighted on the prices-management strategy by providing an example
of the Great Depression that happened between 1929-33 which were the world’s worst years to the world

economy starting from the UK, US and Western Europe. During this period trade activities were contracted
and there was a great drop in trade flow in the world and the GDP level was plunged to the rock bottom
and unemployment skyrocketed and revival was not seen in the near future. It was only after the
publication of “The General Theory”by John --- in 1936 that revival started. Through his intervention, the
governments in the western world increased their government spending on various handouts and started
spending more on social security and benefits apart from other projects. The government projects and
spending became the key to overcome the great depression and the world economy started reviving by
1936-38 but later on there was a problem because the Second World War started in 1939. Thus, history
clearly pointed that we can look at the trade patterns during the pandemic time ;or during the business cycle
downturn time; or during the depression time; the trade flows were also going down. When trade flows go
down countries cannot produce more leading to investments going down, demand going down till the
bottom line is reached in the business cycle. Real recovery came after the Second World War. The
economies came up with the new deal and opened up their trade regimes in 1944-45 period with the IMF
and the World Bank and that gave a boost to international trade and that revived the small economies
thereafter. Therefore, during the pandemic we will see a similar pattern happening.
In the year 2008 there was a problem in the American economy and the financial crisis of the
American economy led to the overall collapse of investment and trade growth all over the world leading to
the Great Recession. Between 2008-2012 there was a mixed reaction because the countries have learned a
lesson from the Great Depression and they did not want to close down their economies all the time and
they have opened up their economies for trade flow. This brought about an economic revival. Between the
Great Depression and the Pandemic there was a severe pressure on international trade because of the trade
war between the two countries in the world: the production powerhouse which is China and the
consumption powerhouse which is the US. This trade war has created the increasing tendency of creating
trade barriers which has a negative impact not only on the trade flow of the two countries but only on the
general decline of the trade flow in other countries as well. With the Covid-19 Pandemic the situation has
changed. The GDP forecast for 2020 made earlier was different from the forecast made in April 2020
which is clearly negative in the chart but there is a possible recovery. The Global FDI inflows, 2015-19 and
2020-21 are not in a good shape at present but there is a prediction that there would be an upward trend by
2021 (UNCTAD World Investment Report, 2020). The unemployment rate in selected countries has gone
up while in many countries the unemployment rate in flat but most importantly, in general, there is a rise in
poverty due to a 20% income drop caused by a Covid-19 recession with East Asia and Pacific having 239.8
million having the highest rate with a total global population of 547.6 million people being in poverty.
In conclusion Dr Ganeshamoorthy provided some suggestions for economic growth by relaxing
trade barrier; promoting cooperation; revival of multilateral, regional and bilateral efforts; having collective

effort to manage threats to international trade and growth; having the concept of shared prosperity to
overcome present crisis.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the session was
ended by the Convener by thanking the Resource Person for his valuable insights and presence in the
Webinar.
The session was concluded by Dr. Gitumoni Rajbongshi , Convener, for Day I.
Day 2
Sub Theme: Role of Health in Development
(Resource Person: Prof Subhasis Bhattacharya, SKB University, Purulia)
Topic: Role of Health in Development with special reference to Provision and Confronts of Free Health
Insurance for all possibilities in terms of Recently Modified Swasthya Sathi Scheme in West Bengal.
Prof. Bhattacharya is a faculty in the Department of Economics in Sidho- Kanho- Birsha
University, Purulia, West Bengal. He has 22 years of teaching and research experience with a recent
publication on epidemic modelling using optimisation technique in Results in Physics (Journal Elsevier).
So far, Prof Bhattacharya has published 36 journal publications, contributed 31 Chapters, published 5
books, completed 6 research projects and also has two Ph.D awardees and five ongoing research scholars
under his guidance. Prof Bhattacharya also serves as a reviewer in the public international organisation
Global Development Network and the journal of Health Care Management Science, to name a few.
Prof S. Bhattacharya stresses about the free Universal Health Schemes which was introduced in
West Bengal owned funded scheme which aimed at providing financial benefit to the poor in terms of
Health benefits during the admission in hospitals. The scheme was introduced mainly to protect the
financial emergencies of the people specially during the Pandemic. The insurance were also helpful in
overcoming unprecedental monetary loss in the future of the poor people.
Prof Bhattacharya also highlighted that Government of India initiated schemes to protect the
general public from financial instability or emergencies. He also mentioned that there are many issues
which affect the public in receiving such kind of Universal Medical Scheme which depends on the
premium of the Insurance Plan of the Public. In India about 4 to 5% people takes admission in hospitals.
He portrayed the Admission scenario of hospitals in Publicly Health Facilities. Admission scenario at PHE
(Public Health Facilities) of 9 zones comprising of 20 districts in West Bengal during the period 2015-2016
was examined by the Resource Person. According to NSSO data, 69% were admitted in public sector
institutions and about 31% are admitted in privately owned institutions.

Kolkata leads in MCH Care scoring the highest number of population admitted with benefits of
Swasthya Sathi Scheme. Budget allocation per thousand population was Rs. 11,280 crore with total
admission of 4536576.8, from which fund allotment for free health insurance is Rs. 5994 Crores and Rs.
17274 Crore comprising of enhanced budget allocation after inclusion of free health insurance.
Fund allocation as per Health and Family Welfare Data over the 9 district, it was found that highest
allocation is for Kolkata district followed by North Bengal and Bardhaman. Further, the demerits of Free
Health Insurance Schemes were also discussed by the Resource person, where he stated that it may lead to
lack of welfare and moral hazards.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the session was
ended by the Moderator by thanking the Resource Person for his valuable insights and presence in the
Webinar.
Session V:
Sub-theme: “Environment and Natural Resource Management”
Resource Person: Dr. Ruma Kundu, Department of Economics, Sikkim University, Sikkim.
Topic: Renewable Resource Management and Environmental Sustainibility: A Study of Cold Water
Inland Fisheries in Sikkim
Dr. Ruma Kundu has been teaching in the field of Economics for the last 15 years. Out of these the
last eleven years have been spent serving as Assistant Professor at the Department of Economics, Sikkim
University. Dr.RumaKundu specialises in statistics, econometrics and environmental economics and also
has more than 20 years’ research experience. She has done her Ph.D in the area of environmental
economics.

Her recent research has been primarily in the areas of environmental economics, rural

economics and hill economics. Dr Kundu has published two books in the area of environmental economics.
She has also authored many research papers in leading national and international journals, and continues to
be actively involved in her chosen fields of research.
Dr Ruma Kundu in her deliberation analysed the financial performance of Primary Fisherman
Cooperative Societies (PFCS) in terms of their productivity and profitability, assessment of environmental
sustainability and examining the trade between the financial performances and environmental management.
Based on the data collected for the period of 6 years from 2013-2014 to 2018-2019 from the 6 PFCS
located in the Four different districts of Sikkim, she evaluated the Financial performances using
Productivity and Profitability ratios. With regards to evaluation of Financial performances of Trout
Growers of PFCS, Productivity and Profitibility have significantly declined drastically for the PFCSUpper Rimbik in 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 due to landslide.

Thereafter, Dr. Kundu discussed the financial performances of Carp growers PFCS, lowest profit
and productivity was with respect to Dalep due to lower farmers and lower ponds and lowest variability
was with respect to Dalep compared to Mangshilla.
IN her concluding remarks she stated that in case of PFCS such as Upper Sribandam, Maneybong
Sopakha and Mangshilla had been achieving higher financial achievements in fish farming at the same time
she stressed that a threat is observed with regards to sustainability as in some of the years actual yield
surpasses the MYS.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the session was
ended by the Moderator and the Convener by thanking the Resource Person for her valuable insights and
presence in the Webinar.
Session V:
Sub-theme: “Role of Education in Socio- Economic Development”
Resource Person: Dr. Dil Nath Fuel, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
Topic: Education and Economic Development: Napalese Experience
Dr. Fuel is currently an Associate Professor and Reader in the Department of Education of
Tribhuvan University in Nepal. His subject concerned is Economics Education and he is currently the head
of department of Social Studies Education in the Mahendra Ratna Multiple, Ilam Campus of the University
and also serving as its Campus Chief. Dr.Fuel completed his Ph.D in Economics from the University of
Burdwan, Kolkata in 2014, with his study of the linkage between fiscal decentralization and poverty
reduction in Nepal. He has published many research articles and presented papers on various areas
concerning socio-economic issues such as rural and urban poverty, rural governance, agricultural
productivity, fiscal decentralisation and education, just to name a few. Dr.Fuel also serves as the Editor in
Internationally acclaimed journals such as EDUQUEST, Academic Research in Science, Engineering, Art
and Management (ARSEAM) and the Journal of The International Association of Advanced Technology
and Science (JIAATS). He has also contributed significantly as a resource person and speaker in various
seminars.
Prof Fuel narrated a brief introduction on the importance of Education and its contribution to
Economic development. The status of education in Nepal has also been discussed by the resource person.
The incidence of poverty in 58 municipalities of Nepal had also been discussed for the period 1983-2010.
In Nepal the Municipal level head count poverty has been gradually decreasing due to expenditure in
education and health services. Adult literacy rate in Nepal was observed to be increasing over the period
1983 to 2010. Further expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP increased from 2.17 in 1983 to
4.37 in 2010.

The major findings of his study are incidence of poverty, depth of poverty and severity of poverty
has been significantly decreased in the period of 1983 to 2010 in Nepal which shows that poverty has been
decreasing since the last three decades in the country.
The Session then opened for Answer and Question for the attendees and thereafter the session was
ended by the Moderator by thanking the Resource Person for his valuable insights and presence in the
Webinar.
The Webinar concluded with the Vote of Thanks by the Vice Principal of the College, Ms.
Josephine Clare Blah.

2. Online talk on “people’s skill- a necessary condition” organized by :
alumni committee
The programme started with the welcome speech from Prof. M. Sutradhar where she welcomed the speaker
Mr Eboton Kharkongor. After welcoming and thanking the Resource Person, she handed over the session
to the speaker.
The speaker emphasize on people’s skills to build relationship and this relationship from any field.
Peoples’ skill will help to build and sustain relationship. It also helps in building a professional image.
People’s skills are a necessary and sufficient condition from logic point of view. To have people’s skills it
is important :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To have a positive body language
The ability to adapt
Way of listening
Being open
Smile
Rapport Building
Assertive building
Give and take criticism

He also spoke on improving people’s skills by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Be an observer
Find one’s mojo or the charm,
Learn to be appreciate and be genuine about it.
Mirroring
Sense of humour
Respect and value people’s feelings

Then the session was followed by a vote of thanks from Mrs. M. Wankhar where she thanked firstly the
Principal, then she thanked heartfelt to the speaker for his positive response in such a short time. She
continued to thank the Alumni Committee of the college for their supportive efforts. Last but not the least
she thanked the students of the college for showing interest and joining the program.

Submitted By:
1. Mrs. Marybell Wankhar (Convener)
2. Mrs. Mitali Sutradhar (Member)
3. Mrs. Pynbianglin Marbaninag (Member)
Shillong Commerce College Alumni Association

3. Parents Teacher meeting
I.

With Principal and the Teaching Staff

The Parents Teacher meeting were conducted on the 16th Dec 2020 at 11:00 A.M. Because of the
restriction in inviting all the parents. The parents address were sorted out from the Google Form that was
shared to them, and only Parents who are from Shillong were invited and participant were finalized after
calling the Parents and getting their affirmative to attend the meeting.
During the meeting the Principal explained the parents , the difficulties faced by everyone because of the
Pandemic and review the Online classes in the College, the members were informed that the Teachers has
been continuing with the Online classes. They were also informed that technique were being followed by
the teacher to deliver the classes to the Students.s
The parents also in turn has pointed out the problems and difficulties faced by their children because of the
Pandemic.
The Parent Representative to the GB were voted among the parents present and Mrs. CATHY B were
selected.
The meeting ended with a light refreshment.

II.

Report on lessons on the covid 19 pandemic

According to the direction given by the Government of Meghalaya, classes were taken on the Covid 19
pandemic by the Medical Officer of the Shillong Commerce College. A total of 4 classes/sessions of 30
minutes for each semester were taken through zoom for the students of class 12, BA and BCom 2nd
semester, BA and BCOM 4th semester and B.COM 6th semester . The classes were taken from the 27th of
may 2021 for two sessions of every Thursdays and Saturdays at 11:00am and 11:30am. Apart from the
students of the college some parents and relatives of the students were also able to join the classes. An
average of as many as 300 students and families has benefited from these Sessions.

The first lesson was on introduction to Covid 19, mode of transmission and symptoms of the disease
and preventive measures. The importance of the three Ws (Wearing of masks, Washing of hands and
watching our distance or social distancing) was stressed during these classes. The students were also
made aware of the importance of wearing double masks when going of the house and demonstrated
the right way of hand washing how to wear a double masks correctly.
The next class taken was about Covid 19 vaccination. Here the students were explained about the
immune system and how the vaccine induces the production of antibodies in the body against the
virus, the type of vaccines available in India and our state and also the side effects of the vaccine. The
importance of getting vaccinated was impressed upon the students and they were encouraged to get
themselves vaccinated as early as possible. The presenter also shared his post vaccination experience
to the students. There was an active discussion and Q&A session where the presenter answered the
queries of the students and cleared their doubts regarding Covid 19 vaccination.
The third class was taken on treatment at home. In this class the presenter explained about the
differences between low risk and high risk Covid 19 cases and how to differentiate them. He also
explained that low risk cases can be easily managed at home following simple protocols. The students
were also encouraged to get themselves or their tested immediately in case they or their develop
symptoms and to inform the medical authorities if their symptoms worsen. The students were also
encouraged to take the 3 Covid 19 pledges i.e. the pledge to wear a mask, the pledge to get
vaccinated and the pledge to follow home care guidelines. The students were asked record a video of
themselves or their group or family and share it on social media platforms in order to help spread
awareness on Covid 19.
The fourth and final class was taken in collaboration with the college Counsellor Mrs Batrity
Ryngnga.This class was taken on how to counter misinformation and myths regarding Covid 19.As
there were a lot of fake news regarding Covid 19 the Counsellor taught the students on how to
differentiate between fake and real new. She also stressed on the need to get right and reliable
information from the right sources and not to depend on hearsay.
In conclusion the direction given by the Meghalaya Government to conduct classes on the Covid 19
Pandemic was a timely one. The students expressed their appreciation and gratitude and participated
actively in discussions during the classes. I hope that through the knowledge gained we as good
citizens will be able to help fight this pandemic.

Dr Aylmer C. Dkhar
Medical Officer
Shillong Commerce College

III.

Report on live classes on the topic “countering misinformation and myth
surrounding covid 19”.

Classes were taken on 26/6/2021 for class 12 students, 1/7/2021 for 4 th semester students and on 3/7/2021
for 2nd semester students on the topic “COUNTERING MISINFORMATION AND MYTH
SURROUNDING COVID19” through Zoom Meeting in collaboration with the Medical Officer of
Shillong Commerce College.
In these classes students were made aware of how to spot fake news by using the acronym C.R.A.P which
stands for C- currency of the news, R- reliability, A- author and P- purpose/point of view.
As false information spread through various platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook, by word of mouth
etc. Students are guided to refer to trusted Government websites only for information on Testing centres
and vaccination as these are reliable sources of information.

COUNSELLOR
BATRITY RYNGN

4. Report on “Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav” event organised by
Shillong Commerce College on the 12th of March 2021:
A Talk on “Unsung Heroes” by Mr Silvester Phanbuh

The 12th of March 2021 was the Commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of India’s Freedom. The 12th of
March was chosen as the beginning for the launch of ‘Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav’ because it marks 91
years since the Dandi March of 1930. Shillong Commerce College held a program to celebrate this day
with the rest of India, under the topic ‘Unsung Heroes’, the program was presented by guest speaker Shri
Silvester Phanbuh.
The program began by a short introduction given by the Head of the Department of Political
Science, Sir Mantre Passah, on the importance of the day followed by a welcome speech and an
introduction of the guest speaker for the day, by the Head of the Department of History, Dr. Lasoborki
Pyrngap . The NCC students of the college then took centre stage by performing a patriotic song that was a
blend of National and Regional themes. The facilitation of Shri Silvester Phanbuh was by the Principal of
the college, Dr. S. Sen.
Sir Phanbuh started his talk by asking the question ‘who is a hero?’ he differentiates between a hero in
reality and the heroes of pop culture. Unlike superman who was born with super powers, real life heroes
are those that are born out of a certain situation, but because of the influence of the modern understanding
of the meaning of a hero, people have become detached to the word, believing that someone has to have
super powers to be a hero.
To change the mindset of the listeners, Sir Phanbuh first dealt with the question, ‘How we view
history?’ and talked about how history is not an individual act that is isolated from other events but rather a
‘continuous wave’, simplifying this imagery to the listeners by stating that events that make history are the
many droplets that makes the waves of an ocean, all connected to each other. This wave is the collective
reaction to an event that sets it in movement. He also made sure to separate history from literature.
Upon setting this foundation, Sir Phanbuh delved into the theme of the program. He posed the
question ‘Who are the Unsung Heroes of India’s National Movement?’ and through a presentation defined
‘unsung heroes’- untold stories that are known locally but not given too much importance at a national

level because of how diverse India is, and how small pockets of the nation that are marginalized do play a
role in the fight for freedom but because there is only one major narrative that is pushed, efforts made by
others are not that well known. He brings in the example of Tirot Sing, a regional freedom fighter. Sir
Phanbuh informs the audience that just because these efforts are not dominant does not mean that they are
not important. He talks about those who ‘missed the political buses’ by this he means those who do not use
freedom fighters to push for their own agenda but rather those people like journalist and photographers
who add to the narrative. He mentions that there is inadequate research on this particular subject.
He moves on to talk about India’s path to the National Movement and how local reactions are
talked about it and are further spread by newspapers leading to a raise in awareness and this in turn leads to
a National Movement. He stresses on four important points that play a role in India’s fight for freedom.
The first he talks about is the Indigo Revolt, Bengal, of 1859. A local issue faced by the peasants
that led to the Peasant Movement. The protest against the unfair farming arrangements led to the revolt by
peasants and they were brutally suppressed, many were killed and hung by the British administrators.
These unknown heroes that fought and gave their lives forced the British to look at their policies. The local
rebellion had a cascading effect and has its place in the fight for freedom.
The second are the Heroes of the Indigenous societies. Sir Phanbuh gave a brief introduction of the
British wishing to join the plains of the Bhamaputra and the plains of Bangalesh through the hills of North
East India. Even if they fail, their resistance created a strong sense of identity that is felt to this day.
Drawing examples from the lives of Tirot Sing and Mon Bhut from Khasi Hills, Birsa Munda who
belonged to a marginalised community of Chota Nagpur and fought against the seizure of land and Rani
Gaidinlu, a female Naga warrior who led guenila forces at the age of sixteen. If more research is done on
this then it can change the way one view the struggle for freedom.
The third point that Sir Phanbuh brings into attention is what he calls “invisible fighters” these are
the press that helped in spreading local issues and this led to these issues to become common issues among
the masses. The press also brought about awareness of global events and modern concept of freedom. Sir
Phanbuh brings into view that freedom from British did not mean going back to the way life was before the
colonization but rather to move forward and shift the thinking of the people of India to a progressive one.
The press gave the people courage especially against the Vernacular Press Act. Sir Phanbuh draws
examples through the newspaper called ‘The Hindu’ and also the paper known as “The Stateman (Kolkata)
which was pro- British press but the Bengal Famine changed their mind. These papers brought into the
forefront the various atrocities that pushed the masses.
The last point that Sir Phanbuh stressed on were ‘Women Heroes’, he spoke about how women not
only had to fight against the British but also against the social norms because India is predominantly a
patriarchal society. This led to a loss of information of many female freedom fighters because they are
overlooked and are therefore not recorded. So Sir Phanbuh talked about the few who were recorded like
Begum Hazrat Mahal who fought in 1857 rebellion and died in exile in Kathmandu, Kittur Chenamma who
is considered one of the earliest female fighters and defied the Doctrine of Lapse, Aruna Asaf Ali, an
activist, pubisher and educator who was active during the Quit India Movement and Matangini Hazra, who
belonged to a poor family, she was a widow at 18 years of age. She was a Ghandian Activist and was shot
dead with the flag in her hands. These are the few out of many female fighters that Sir Phanbuh presented
in his talk.

Most heroes are not like superheroes like those depicted in movies or comics. They are regular
people like Gandhi who was a lawyer who faced racism. It was oppression that drove them to be heroes.
Added to this, there are those facilitate and mobilize. In a cricket stadium, it not just the pitch or the crowd
that matters, but also those who made the event possible. They also matter. Likewise in the freedom
struggle there are a number of people who do the facilitating and mobilizing who also matter. Sometimes it
is bad circumstances who cause people to become heroes. No one wants to fight for no reason. We need to
stop putting heroes on a pedestal and start looking at them as representations of who we are. It doesn’t
mean that one cannot do something good or that one has to wait for the next Gandhi to come. Millions of
people participated in the freedom struggle. They did not get mentioned in their textbooks. Even the
people who distributed tea and biscuits during the protest, those who designed the posters, they are all
heroes. There are many unsung heroes from different backgrounds. The freedom of India is due to the
participation of not just a few individuals but an entire population. There are those unsung heroes whose
names we’ve just listed but beyond that there others whose names we do not know.

5. An Online Talk On “Life Struggles, Thoughts And Relevance Of Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar”
by Professor H. Srikanth, Department Of Political Science, North-Eastern Hill University, Shillong .

On the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti 2021, celebrating and remembering the life and contributions
of Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, Shillong Commerce College organized an online talk (through
Zoom platform), delivered by Professor H. Srikanth of the Department Of Political Science, NorthEastern Hill University, Shillong, on the theme “Life Struggles, Thoughts And Relevance Of Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar”.
The online talk was hosted by Mr. N. Shimray, of the Department of Political Science, Shillong
Commerce College, who started the proceedings by introducing the program as well as the resource
person. The welcome address was delivered by Mr. Mantre Passah, of the Department of Political
Science, Shillong Commerce College, who talked about the importance and relevance of Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar in the present day situation in the country.
Professor H. Srikanth then commenced to deliver a comprehensive and detailed lecture on the life,
thoughts and the relevance of Ambedkar. He stressed on the early life struggles of Ambedkar that
shaped and influenced him to become an importance political figure in India, from his contributions
asa critical scholar of caste in Indian society, and as one of the leading contributors to the framing of
the Indian Constitution. The struggles he faced as a member of the Dalit community was also
stressed upon as he made his mark academically as a student and later on as a scholar. Professor H.
Srikanth gave a thorough account of the mark left behind by Ambedkar.
The lecture concluded with a short interactive session, and the online event was closed and
summarized by Dr. Sabita Sen, the Principal of Shillong Commerce College, who gave the
concluding remarks and the vote of thanks.
End
(Event organized and reported by the Department of Political Science, Shillong Commerce
College)

Link of the recording of the online talk uploaded to the YouTube channel of Shillong Commerce
College: https://youtu.be/CUffJnmEt-A

6. Report on world environment celebration, 2021
World Environment Day is celebrated every year across the globe on the 5 th of June. The day is
celebrated to tell people that nature should be respected for its value. The theme of this year’s World
Environment Day is Reimagine, Recreate, Restore as the year 2021 marks the beginning of the United
Nation Decade on Ecosystem Restoration. This year due to the pandemic, the programme could not be
held in the College but it was conducted online through google meet. The online programme was
organized by the NSS committee of the College in collaboration with NCC and Social Work Committee.
The Resource Person for the Programme was Shri. Wanshan Kharkrang, Environmental Engineer of the
State Pollution Control Board. The programme was chaired by Sir Mantre Passah, Assistant professor
where he welcomed the students as well the teachers to the programme. A welcome speech was given by
Sir B.R. Upadhya, Associate Professor with a brief introduction about the Resource Person. In his talk, the
Resource Person explained about the importance of the ecosystem and how ecosystem which has been
degraded by deforestation, pollution and other human activities can be restored by planting trees,
cleaning up rivers, changing diets and rewilding gardens. The main concept behind observing World
Environment day is to focus on the importance of the environment and to remind everyone that the
environment should not be taken for granted. He also pointed out that this day gave us an opportunity to
broaden the basis for an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by the communities, students and
individuals in preserving and enhancing the environment. He concluded that the World Environment day
is observed across the world to respect and acknowledge everything that the environment has given
mankind and to take the pledge to protect it. He also mentioned that protecting the environment always
starts with you as a responsible citizen.
The programme ended with a vote of thanks from Sir. Anthony Rynjah, Assistant Professor. Altogether 60
students from B.com and B.A. attended the programme. A painting/ drawing competition was also
conducted on the same day with the theme “Covid and its effect on the environment”. More than 40
students registered for the competition.

40

List of Winners in the Poster and Painting Competition
Organized by NCC, NSS and Social work committee,
Shillong Commerce College to observe the World Environment Day
Date: 5th June 2021
Degree Level
Position
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize

Name
1. Daniel Sangma
2. Donkupar Tariang
3. Pearly Sarma

Class
Bcom 4th Semester
Bcom 6th Semester
BA 2nd Semester

Amount
1500
1000
500

Higher secondary Level
Position
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize

Name
1. Aiusha Padu
2. Damonlang Lyngdoh Mawphlang
3. Derrick Kharrajee

Amount
1500
1000
500

Teacher’s Incharge:
Sir P Nongrum (NCC)
Sir W Dkhar (NSS )
Sir B.R Upadhya (Social work committee)

7. Counsellor’s report.
on the 16th june2021, one student of class 12, who resides in mawhati village called me to voice his difficulty in
attending zoom classes or goggle meet classes as he had to go to the fields to work the whole day in order to get
money to pay his college fees. as of now, he is still not able to pay.
he expressed that he wanted to progress in his education but because of the financial crisis at home he had to
help support his parents in the fields. he also said that being the eldest of 7 siblings, it was his responsibility to
help his parents in order to raise money to pay his fees and his siblings’ fees as well.
he said that there are two teachers gave lectures through audio and video clips. this helped him learn better
because if he could not understand, he would rewind it many times until he was able to comprehend what was
taught. he also mentioned his other classmates from rural areas also had the same problem as his. some of them
had internet and network issues which led them having difficulty in understanding their lessons.
as a counsellor, i also explained to him that his teachers are doing their best effort to help the students in
whatever capacity they could. they work hard for them. i did make him understand that conducting online
classes is not an easy task and takes a lot of time in preparation. his problems are faced by students everywhere
in shillong as well as in other states of india. i encouraged him to try to read his textbooks and seek help from
his teachers.
he requested me to convey his difficulties to his teachers.

8. Career Coaching Programme Report 2021
Shillong Commerce College has once again started the third batch for Coaching Programme for IBPS, MPSC,
SBI Clerical and other Competitive exam. The course covered Topics on English, Reasoning Ability, General
Awareness and Quantitative Aptitude. There were 44 students enroll in this course. The Course started on 5 th
April 2021 and ended on 30th June 2021. The syllabus and Routine is also appended below.
Coaching Programme
The Course structure will be as follows:
Papers

Topic

Durations

1. English










Synonyms
Antonyms
Spotting errors
Correcting Errors
Comprehension
Sentence correction
Idioms and Phrases
Use of appropriate and suitable words
Letter writing








Indian history
Indian Constitution
Five Year Plan
General Geography
Current events of national and international
importance
Sports

3. Reasoning
Ability




Analytical Reasoning
Logical Reasoning

20hours

4. Quantitative
Aptitude









Simple Arithmetical Operation
Arithmetic Fundamentals
Ratio and Proportion
Partnership
Percentage
Profit and loss
Interest

30 Hours

2. General
Awareness

15 Hours

15 Hours









Average
Area
Simplification
HCF and LCM
Time and Distance
Data Sufficiency
Data Interpretation

Routine for the Month of April 2021
Time: 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM

Subjects
Quantitative
Aptitude (Q.A)

5/4(KA)

9/4(GR)

15/4(AK)

21/4(PCM)

27/4 (KA)

English

6/4(CW)

12/4(SK)

16/4(NCS)

22/4(CW)

28/4 (SK)

7/4(IAN)

13/4(BRU)

19/4(IAN)

23/4(BRU)

30/4 (IAN)

8/4(MP)

14/4(L.P)

Reasoning
Ability(R.A)
General
Awareness
(G.A)
Subjects
Quantitative
Aptitude
English
Reasoning
Ability
General
Awareness

20/4(AR)
26/4(JK)
Routine for the Month of May 2021
Time: 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM

-

4/5(GR)
5/5(CW)

10/5(AK)
11/5(SK)

14/5(PCM)
17/5(NCS)

20/5(KA)
21/5(CW)

26/5(GR)
27/5(SK)

-

6/5(BRU)

12/5(IAN)

18/5(BRU)

24/5(IAN)

28/5 (BRU)

3/5(MP)

7/5(LP)

13/5(AR)

19/5(JK)

25/5(MP)

31/5(LP)

Routine for the Month of June 2021
Subjects

Time: 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM

Quantitative
Aptitude

1/6 (AK)

7/6(KA)

11/6(AK)

17/6(KA)

23/6(AK)

29/6(KA)

Quantitative
Aptitude

2/6(PCM)

8/6(GR)

14/6(PCM)

18/6(GR)

24/6(PCM)

30/6(GR)

Reasoning
Ability

3/6(IAN)

9/6(BRU)

15/6(IAN)

21/6(BRU)

25/6(IAN)

General
Awareness

4/6 (AR)

10/6(JK)

16/6(MP)

22/6(LP)

28/6(MP)

AK- Prof. Aiona Kharmawphlang

JK-Prof. J.Kyndiah

PCM- Prof. Palma C. Marwein

D.S-Prof. D.Sawkmie

KA- Prof. Kiran Agarwal

AR-Prof. Anthony Rynjah

GR- Prof.G.Rajbongshi

IAN- Prof. Iarihun Nongkhlaw

BRU-Prof. B.R.Upadhya

CW- Prof. C. Wanniang

SK- Prof. Sonita Khongwir
M.P-Prof. M.Passah

Submitted by
Miss Iarihun Nongkhlaw

NCS- Prof. Nikita C.D.Synrem

9. Tally ERP9 training program
The program was designed to provide Professional training course on Tally ERP9 to the Final Year Students of
Shillong Commerce College. The program started on the 18 th of February till the 20th of March 2021.There
were 55 students who had participated in the training session. The duration of the course was for 4 weeks (30
days approx) and each session was for 2 hours.

The objective of the program was to help students develop competencies and capabilities. It enables the
students to learn and acquire the skills needed to hone their professional Skill. The topics that were delivered
were targeted at their level and focused on their need to acquire employability in different industries. The
duration of the course was for 4 weeks (30 days approx) and each session was for 2 hours.
Post completion of the training programmed, an assessment was conducted by the trainer to grade the students
individually. The assessment was divided into two verticals PRACTICAL and WRITTEN.
This was a very successful program conducted by ALMA COMPUTER TRAINING CENTER. The students
have learned and benefitted a lot from this program. Apart from their academic skills such training really helps
to improve the skill of a student. It gives them a platform to showcase their abilities and allows them to learn
and work on their short fall. They build a very strong relationship with the trainers who constantly motivate and
advice them on their career paths thereafter.

10.
I.

NCC Brief Annual Report for July 2020 –June 2021
Activities/Camp Participated/Attended by NCC Cadets

1. Enrollment and Drop out Status:
Vacancy allotted: SW- 54, SD-

Current Status
Drop Out

1st Year
SW
SD
18
30
-

2nd Year
SW
SD
22
36
04
23

3rd Year
SW
SD
14
06
01

TOTAL
SW
SD
54
72

2. Award and Felicitation:
Sl. Date
No.
1

2
3
4
5

Award

Awarded by

Certificate
of
Appreciation

Governor of
Meghalaya

Best Cadet
(SW)for
2020-2021
Second Best
Cadet for
2020-2021
Felicitation
for RDC,
Delhi
Best Cadet
(SD) for
2020-2021

Shillong
Group

1st Prize in
quiz
conducted
during
EBSB

6

Shillong
Group
Governor of
Meghalaya

Cadet Name

Remarks
For excellent
performance to help the
society during the covid19 pandemic

Phibarisha Diengdoh

Phibarisha
Diengdoh
Archana Singh
Anjali Singh

Raj Bhavan

41 Megh BN
1. NagteiSkhem
,in Social
Kharkongor
Service and
2. Victor Raphael
Community
Myrboh
Development
Activity
NER
Anjali Singh
Directorate

6th July -11th July 2020

3. B and C certificate Exam:
Sl.
No.
1

Date

Exam

Eligible

Appeared

Remarks

‘B’ Certificate

SW
12

SW
12

SW
All cleared

SD
19

SD
19

SD
ALL

CLEARED
2

‘C’ Certificate

13 +3

3

‘C’ Certificate
(2017 enrolled)

13

10+
3
13

3

3( Repeater)
3

6 failed

2 FAILED

4. CATC / EBSB
Sl.
No.

Date

Camp

Location

1

06 to 11 july
2020

Online EBSB-2020

Online

2
3
4
5

SSB
26th Jan 2021
RDC
26th Jan 2021
RDC, Polo
22nd to 26th
Cadre Training
Feb 2021
17th Aug 2020
Help Programe

6
7

22.2.2126.2.21

Annual Training
Camp

17th June
2021 to 23rd
June 2021

Personality
Development
programme

Online
Delhi
Shillong
St Anthony’s
College

Total cadets
Attended
Female
Male
05
02

1. Nagteiskhem
Kharkongor
2. Sandi T
Kharsyntiew

02
01
02
36
01

Online
Sankar Dev
College,
Shillong
online

Remarks

Victor Raphael
Myrboh

19
03

3. Activities Conducted
Sl.
No.

Date

Camp

Location

1
2

21-sept-2020
5-june -2020

Yoga
Environment Day

Online
Online

Total cadets
Attended
Female
Male
47
10
15
13

Remarks

Total cadets
Attended
Female
Male
02

Remarks

4. Extra Activities Volunteered:
Sl.
No.

Date

Activities

Location

1

15TH August
2020
-

Independence day

Polo

Fit India

Online

2

16

08

Piloting
Video

3
4

26 n 27
March 2021
22.May.2021
17 June -23
June 2021

5
6

7
8
9

21 March
2021

10

16 March
2021
14 December
2020

11

II.

Mask up India
Weapon and
Equipment Display
Earth Day
Personality and
Leadership
Development
Lamp of Hope
Article in Digital
Forum
Rally
Essay Competition
Cleaning drive
pooshan

PHOTO GALLERY

Polo

Video
Briefing

02

Online
Online

SD
03

Online
Online

05
36

video

30

Police Bazar – Rhino
Pt-Anjali Pump –
Arya Vidyala school
Offline

10

State Central Library

5

7

Essay
Writing
Lakerlang
Kapu
,Baniaikitl
ang
Khardews
aw,Pynsh
ngain
Mawniuh

III.

International day of yoga ( idy )
date: 21st june 2021
venue: online
total cadet:

This year also like the year before because of the lockdown, the yoda day was observed.
preparation: notification cum banner was forwarded to the cadet’s whatsapp group as well as to the unit to
notify them about the time and information for joining the online program. this year 6 sw cadets and 12 reserve
were given the responsibility to be the instructors for the d-day.

d-day: the program was conducted at 8:00 am. after most of the cadets joined. the ano welcome all the cadets
and brief them about the importance of the days and the do’s and don’ts of yoga. the asanas were instructed and
the fellow cadets practiced the asanas.

though there were a slight problem with few of the cadets network connectivity but the program were a success
overall.
the program ended with a vote of thanks from the ano.

Submitted By:
Lt Ailadlinda L Mawphlang
ANO- SW

Lt Pynjopthiaw Nongrum
ANO- SD
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